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BELGIAN
WITBIER
with ORANGE
& CORIANDER

Czeck Saaz Hops

5.3

A beautiful light gold, pale and cloudy white head. Beautiful citrus,
spiced herbal aroma with hints of honey and vanilla. Pleasant
sweetness with a nice hop malt balance that provides wonderful
orange zest and subtle grain. Crisp, dry and tart finish.

WINTER ALE

Centennial hops

6.4

Medium brown with a nice off-white lingering head; this malt forward
ale is packed with lovely notes of caramel, espresso and vanilla. Those
notes carry into the taste, with rich coffee and malt sweetness being
present through the finish.

LAGER

Perle Hops

6

A bright, clear and light golden color with a nice white, frothy head.
This traditional lager has a sweet nose with a very subtle floral hop
character. Beautiful, dry finish. This is the essence of clean and it is
the perfect thirst quencher.

MB SESSION
ALE

UK Fuggle hops,
US Golding hops

4.2

PALE ALE

Amerillo hops,
Centennial hops

5

DOUBLE IPA

Centennial Hops,
Citra Hops,
Amarillo Hops

7.8

71

Big, robust deep amber IPA with a distinctive white, rocky head. Hops,
citrus, malt, pine, caramel and a sweet malt backbone provide for
beautiful balance in this big, complex beer that finishes with lingering
bitterness and citrus.

BLACK IPA

Cascade &
Centennial Hops

6.5

61

Rich black in color with a thick creamy head, this IPA is very bold and
complex - carrying traditional hop and malt aromas along with notes
of caramel, vanilla. You’ll find lovely toffee and roasted malt flavours
balanced by subtle floral and citrus hop notes. There’s a lot going on
in this beer - and it all works together beautifully.

COMING SOON!

ibu

26

This is the ultimate traditional English session beer. Fruity esters and
a hint of biscuit, pear and apple can be found in the nose. Light,
flavorful and highly balanced with malt sweetness and slight hop
bitterness paired with slight hints of caramel. Finishes dry and
very clean.
This stunning pale gives a piney, light floral scent which carries
through in the taste with a splendid malt character and smooth,
savory finish that is only achieved through perfect balance.

MB PILSNER

Mandarina Bavaria
Hops

5.4

With perfect golden color, this traditional favorite offers a floral hop
and delicate spice aroma. You’ll find a crisp palate, and a subtle floral
flavor with sweet grain finish and hints of beautiful lingering
bitterness. This is the perfect easy drinking beer. Dry hopping with
Mandarina Bavarian ensures a brilliant finish that can be enjoyed by
any beer lover.

OUR
SELECTION OF
PORTERS

East Kent Golding
Hops

6.4

Maple Porter, Chocolate Fudge Maple Porter, S’mores Porter,
Vanilla Porter, Cotton Candy *limited edition

